Art + Engineering

Instructors: Dr. Kurt Kornbluth
Luke Turner, M.F.A.

Quarters: Winter 2020
Meeting Times: T, Th 10:00am-11:50am

Students from all disciplines that have an interest in interdisciplinary collaboration and creative problem solving with clients are strongly encouraged to apply/enroll.

No art or engineering background required. Space is limited, admission is competitive and with instructor's permission.

For more information and application visit: www.piet.ucdavis.com/d-lab-AE-2020

Questions? Contact: Abigail Edwards at amedwards@ucdavis.edu or Ian Phillips irphillips@ucdavis.edu

“Interdisciplinary teams of engineers, designers, artists, and social scientists collaborate to address today’s most pressing design challenges while providing professional-grade consulting to clients.”